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Welcome
This training covers the fundamentals of infection prevention and workplace safety controls
for COVID 19 including:

2

•

COVID-19 – what is it?

•

Signs and symptoms

•

Keeping safe – workplace controls to protect yourself and others.

Introduction to COVID-19
COVID-19 Background
•
•
•
•
•

Coronaviruses are a family of viruses that can make humans sick
The new coronavirus disease, officially known as COVID-19, originated in China in 2019
and has since spread around the world.
Most people, around 80% who become infected with COVID-19, will experience only
mild symptoms and fully recover without any special treatment.
Some people, around 15% who come infected with COVID-19, will experience
moderate symptoms.
A small number of people who become infected with COVID-19, will experience severe
symptoms and get very sick.
It is important to know how to protect yourself, you family and your community.

COVID-19 Signs and Symptoms
The most common symptoms of COVID-19 are:
•
Fever
•
Flu-like symptoms such as coughing, sore throat and fatigue.
•
Shortness of breath
•
Not everyone who has symptoms like these has COVID-19 as there are several other
illnesses that can cause these symptoms.
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National Safe Work Principles
Safe Work Australia has developed ten National COVID-19 safe workplace principles to be
applied. These are:
1.
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All employees, regardless of their occupation or how they are engaged, have the right
to a healthy and safe working environment.
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2.

The COVID-19 pandemic requires a uniquely focused approach to work health and
safety (WHS) as it applies to businesses, employees and others in the workplace.

3.

To keep our workplaces healthy and safe, businesses must, in consultation with
employees, and their representatives, assess the way they work to identify,
understand and quantify risks and to implement and review control measures to
address those risks.

4.

As COVID-19 restrictions are gradually relaxed, businesses, employees and other duty
holders must work together to adapt and promote safe work practices, consistent with
advice from health authorities, to ensure their workplaces are ready for the social
distancing and exemplary hygiene measures that will be an important part of the
transition.

5.

Businesses and employees must actively control against the transmission of COVID-19
while at work, consistent with the latest advice from the Australian Health Protection
Principal Committee (AHPPC), including considering the application of a hierarchy of
appropriate controls where relevant.

6.

Businesses and employees must prepare for the possibility that there will be cases of
COVID-19 in the workplace and be ready to respond immediately, appropriately,
effectively and efficiently, and consistent with advice from health authorities.

7.

Existing state and territory jurisdiction of WHS compliance and enforcement remains
critical. While acknowledging that individual variations across WHS laws mean
approaches in different parts of the country may vary, to ensure business and
employee confidence, a commitment to a consistent national approach is key. This
includes a commitment to communicating what constitutes best practice in
prevention, mitigation and response to the risks presented by COVID-19.

8.

Safe Work Australia (SWA), through its tripartite membership, will provide a central
hub of WHS guidance and tools that Australian workplaces can use to successfully form
the basis of their management of health and safety risks posed by COVID-19.

9.

States and Territories ultimately have the role of providing advice, education,
compliance and enforcement of WHS and will leverage the use of the SWA central hub
in fulfilling their statutory functions.

10.

The work of the National COVID-19 Coordination Commission will complement the
work of SWA, jurisdictions and health authorities to support industries more broadly
to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic appropriately, effectively and safely.

Based on these requirements, West HQ has implemented a COVID-19 Safety Venue
Management Plan which details the management strategies with the objective of:
(a)

Protecting the well-being of employees and customers;

(b)

Implement and enforce Physical distancing requirements;

(c)

Practice Safe Hygiene and cleaning; and

(d)

Maintain Record Keeping.
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West HQ has formed a COVID-19 Management Committee responsible for ensuring all the
COVID-19 Safety Management Plan is up to date and being applied across West HQ in
accordance with the National Principles.
West HQ is a registered COVID-safe business with the NSW Government.
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How does COVID-19 Spread?
o
Anyone can be infected by:
▪ Respiratory droplets
▪ An infected person can release respiratory droplets that may contain the virus
when they cough, sneeze, shout, sing or exercise.
•
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You can become infected if:
o
You have close contact with an infected person who coughs or sneezes
o
You touch an object (e.g. door handle) contaminated from a cough or sneeze
from a person with COVID-19 and touch your eyes, nose or mouth.
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Droplets cannot go through skin and can only lead to infection if they touch your
mouth, nose or eyes.

Stop the Spread
•

It is important that everyone helps to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

•

Encourage standard precautions amongst co-employees, family, friends and patrons.

•

Lead by example

•

Get vaccinated to protect yourself, family and community

Vaccination
•

All eligible Australians can now receive the COVID-19 vaccine.

•

With new COVID-19 vaccine developments every day, it’s normal to have questions or
concerns, and possibly feel hesitant about getting a vaccine.

•

Stay up to date on the latest information on the COVID-19 vaccine at
www.health.gov.au

Hand Washing
•

It is important that everyone helps to prevent the spread of COVID-19

•

Make sure that people in your workplace wash their hands regularly

•

This is especially important after going to the toilet, blowing their nose, and before
and after eating.
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•

All staff, customers and visitors should wash their hands on entering and leaving a
facility and before and after appointments or meetings.

•

Customer Services staff are required to direct visitors to the hand sanitising units when
they arrive in the venue.

•

Signage throughout the venue is in place to remind people of hand hygiene and
sanitising and ensuring hand sanitising stations are available for use.

All staff are responsible for monitoring hand sanitisers stations and reporting when stations
are empty and need restocking. If a hand sanitiser unit needs re-stocking please contact the
Cleaning Supervisor on 936.
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Try Not to Touch Your Face
•

Avoid touching your face as much as possible.

•

This is important because virus containing droplets on your hands can be
transferred to your eyes, mouth or nose where they can infect you.

•

Most of us touch our face many times per hour without realising.

Social distancing
•
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Maintain at least 1.5 metres distance between yourself and anyone who is
coughing or sneezing
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•

This is important because if you are too close to someone you might breathe
in droplets they cough or sneeze.

•

If you are further away than 1.5 metres, it is very unlikely that you will breathe
in droplets that might contain COVID-19.

•

Social distancing markers have been placed in high traffic areas.

•

If you observe patrons not maintaining social distancing then politely remind
them to maintain 1.5 meters between themselves and others.

•

If you have concerns that social distancing is continuing to not being
maintained then please contact the Venue Manager for assistance.

•

Remember that COVID-19 can be transmitted by droplets that can be passed
from hand to hand including handshakes.

Respiratory Hygiene
•

Make sure you and the people around you follow good respiratory hygiene.
This means covering your mouth and nose when you cough and/or sneeze
with:
o

A tissue that you put in the bin straight after use

o

Your bent elbow

o

Respiratory hygiene is important because droplets spread virus. By
following good respiratory hygiene you ‘catch’ any droplets that might
be produced, and this protects the people around use from viruses
including COVID-19.

o

Remind those around you including co-employees and visitors to use
good respiratory hygiene.
Make sure when you are out and about that you carry tissues for
yourself.

o

o
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Proactively offer hand sanitiser if you seen someone cough or sneeze.
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What about masks?
•
West HQ will NSW Health advice for face masks at all times.
•

Wearing a mask may be an added control measure when there is a risk in
community transmission of COVID-19 or in situations where it is hard to
maintain physical distancing.

•

Face masks will be supplied for staff to wear when required, and if requested.

•

Staff are permitted to wear their own masks for comfort purposes. Masks
must be plain in appearance and either a cloth re-usable mask or a surgical
single use mask. Scarfs and bandanas are not acceptable.

Surgical mask (single use)
•

Before putting on the mask, wash your hands for at least 20 seconds with soap
and water, or use a hand sanitiser that is made up of over 60% alcohol.

•

Check for defects in the mask, such as tears or broken loops.

•

Position the outer side of the mask outward according to the instructions of
the manufacturer.

•

If present, make sure the metallic strip is at the top of the mask and positioned
against the bridge of your nose.

•

If the mask has:
o Ear loops: Hold the mask by both ear loops and place one loop over
each ear.
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o Ties: Hold the mask by the upper strings. Tie the upper strings in a
secure bow near the crown of your head. Tie the bottom strings
securely in a bow near the nape of your neck.
o Dual elastic bands: Pull the bottom band over your head and position
it against the nape of your neck. Pull the top band over your head and
position it against the crown of your head

Version 5.0

•

Mould the bendable metallic upper strip to the shape of your nose by pinching
and pressing down on it with your fingers.

•

Pull the bottom of the mask over your mouth and chin.

•

Be sure the mask fits snugly.

•

Don’t touch the mask once in position.

•

If the mask gets soiled or damp, replace it with a new one.

•

Sanitise your hands again after removing the mask
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Cleaning and Disinfecting
•

Regular cleaning of your environment, at home, in your car and at work is
essential.

•

This is because droplets from an infected person can fall on a surface, and be
transferred to someone else’s hands if they touch the surface.

•

You should regularly clean frequently touched surfaces for, example tables,
doorknobs, light switches

Cleaning and disinfecting are two different processes. Cleaning means to physically
remove germs (bacteria and viruses), dirt and grime from surfaces using a detergent
and water solution. A detergent is a surfactant that is designed to break up oil and
grease with the use of water. Anything labelled as a detergent will work.
Disinfecting means using chemicals to kill germs (bacteria and viruses) on surfaces. It
is important to clean before disinfecting because dirt and grime can reduce the ability
of disinfectants to kill germs. Our workplace is to use disinfectants containing ≥ 70%
alcohol, quaternary ammonium compounds, chlorine bleach or oxygen bleach are
suitable for use on hard surfaces (that is, surfaces where any spilt liquid pools, and
does not soak in). These will be labelled as ‘disinfectant’ on the packaging.
5.5.1

Precautions for Cleaning
Employees engaged in cleaning will:
•

When cleaning on or around electrical equipment/fittings, isolate
electrical equipment and turn off power source if possible before
cleaning with liquids;

•

Read the label for the detergent or disinfectant and follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations;

•

Obtain a copy of the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for the detergent or
disinfectant and become familiar with the contents;

•

Wear the appropriate PPE that is identified on the label and the SDS.

A combination of cleaning and disinfection will be most effective in removing
the COVID-19 virus in the Venue when cleaning after a person with a
confirmed or suspected case of COVID-19 has recently been at the Venue.
Note: Disinfectants require sufficient contact time to be effective.
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5.5.2 Safe Work Procedure – Cleaning Touch Points – COVID 19
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Food Safety
•

From the information we know at the moment, COVID-19 doesn’t seem to be spread
by food.

•

However you should still make sure you prepare food safely to make sure that you and
others don’t get sick from other diseases in accordance with West HQ Food Safety
Training.

•

Specific members of the Food & Beverage Department will be requested to complete
the NSW Food Authority ‘COVID-19 awareness for food service’ online training.
https://www.foodauthority.nsw.gov.au/covid-19-awareness-food-service-training

Managing Visitors
•

Keeping safe from COVID-19 does not mean having no social life for yourself or our
customers.

•

If is important to maintain relationships.

•

People who are unwell are requested to stay home. Upon arriving at the venue, they
will be required to sign in and answer the question as to whether they have any
symptoms.

•

All staff are responsible to encourage visitors to sanitise their hands throughout the
premises, especially when entering the premises.
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COVID-19 symptom check at sign in
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QR Check-In
All persons arriving at West HQ are required to check in via the Service NSW QR Covid safe
check in or via the customer service staff. Vaccination status may be requested as required by
Public Health Orders of the day.
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COVID Marshals
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Workplace Aggression
The COVID-19 outbreak has led to increased fear and anxiety in the community. Changes to
customary practices and the norm can also increase frustration and anger times of uncertainty.
These situations can lead to increased workplace aggression.
To provide our employees with a safe workplace the following steps have been implemented:

11

•

Increased signage and communications to customers to our premises about the
changes to our venue to assist in managing expectations.

•

Continue to support staff with a zero tolerance policy through our terms and
conditions of entry to the premises.

•

Provide trained security personnel during peak hours of trade.

•

Reinforce customer service training skills focusing on de-escalating aggressive
behaviour and referring matters to Venue Managers as support when necessary.

•

CCTV surveillance

•

Formation of a COVID-19 Safety Committee to meet and review all matters related to
the management of COVID-19 matters in the workplace.

•

Development and implementation of a COVID-19 Safety Management Plan to provide
clear policies on how to manage COVID-19 related issues.

Protecting yourself and others in the workplace
•

You can help keep yourself and other safe by practicing good infection and prevention
and control in your workplace.

•

You can use the same principles at work and at home:
o

Clean your hands regularly

o

Practice social distancing

o

Practice respiratory etiquette.

Practical tips for protecting yourself and others in the workplace

Version 5.0

•

Marks have been placed on the floor to ensure customers stand at least 1.5
metres away from the counter and from each other.

•

Signage is in place to remind customers of social distancing and safe hygiene.

•

Hand sanitiser units have been placed throughout the venue to assist
customers with their hand hygiene.
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•

When you are required to attend meetings, ensure there is 1.5 metres
separating attendees.

•

Chemicals are available for wiping down surfaces in your work area regularly.

•

Ensure that seating in employees areas is configured to allow physical
distancing to be accommodated. The employees room has been set up with
a maximum 24 seat capacity with an overflow of 11 seats in the training room
available;

•

Stagger employees breaks to prevent too many people being in employee
rooms at any given time.

•

Limiting the number of customers who can enter any given area;

•

Enforcing a 4 square metre of space between people rule;

•

Limit the number of bookings to 10 per table;

•
•

Have seating, rest stations and tables configured to ensure physical distancing;
Restrict times of patrons standing or moving within the Venue with the
exception of entering, ordering and picking up food/drinks and using the
bathroom facilities.

Sick Employees
If you are not well do not come to work. Please phone your supervisor or the Venue Manager
to provide adequate notification that you are sick and not able to work your shift.
If you develop symptoms such as fever, dry cough, sore throat or fatigue you should:
•

Stay at home and practice standard infection control precautions

•

Seek medical advice and get tested for COVID-19 - COVID-19 testing clinics | NSW
Government

•

Inform your Manager

You will need to continue to comply with the Leave Policy and provide evidence of your COVID19 test results as soon as they are made available to you by emailing them to
lkennedy@westhq.com.au
Self-Isolation of Employees
An employee must self-isolate if they have tested positive to COVID-19 or have been in close
contact with a confirmed case. Any employees that are displaying symptoms consistent with
COVID-19 or other respiratory discomfort should remain at home and seek medical advice.
Under no circumstances are employees with symptoms to attend the workplace. If a direction
for self-isolation has been given then the employee must stay at home as per health guidelines
and notify your manager or the WHS Manager.
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What if a customer shows signs of symptoms?
Our Customer Service Representatives will monitor visitors on entry for the display of COVID19 symptoms such as coughing, sweating or shortness of breath. All visitors are required to
complete the COVID symptom prior to entering the Venue from the foyer area. If they advise
that they have any of the known symptoms, they will be asked to leave and recommended
that they seek a test for the virus.
If a staff member has concerns about a patron’s health they should report their concerns and
observations to the supervisor or Venue Manager immediately. The Venue Manager can
enquire with the patron, in a respectful manner whilst also maintaining a distance of at least
1.5 metres, if they have any health concerns.
Persons who do not cooperate with West HQ’s advice in relation to COVID -19 will be asked to
leave the premises as directed by the Venue Manager. Any instances of persons being
requested to leave the venue due to COVID-19 health concerns should be logged or recorded
as an incident.

14

Mental Health
Fear, worry, and stress are normal responses to perceived or real threats, and at times when
we are faced with uncertainty or the unknown. So it is normal and understandable that people
are experiencing fear in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The physical and mental health
of all West HQ employees is our number one priority. There are many resources available if
you or a family member are feeling uncertain during this unusual time. These include:
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•

Our EAP Counsellors at Access EAP on 1800 81 87 28.

•

Commonwealth Government Website - https://headtohealth.gov.au/covid-19support/covid-19/psychological-tips

•

Beyond Blue - https://coronavirus.beyondblue.org.au/managing-my-daily-life/copingwith-isolation-and-being-at-home/ways-to-look-after-your-mental-health.html

Key Take Home Messages
You can help protect yourself, your family, your workplace and your community by:
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•

Practicing regular hand hygiene

•

Practicing social distancing

•

Practicing respiratory etiquette

•

Seek medical advice, remember to call first, and inform your workplace if you have
symptoms.
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Department Specific Roles and Responsibilities Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
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Venue Manager
Food & Beverage
Customer Services
Gaming
Cleaning
Warehouse
Administration
Events
Maintenance
One 55
SGAC Customer Service
Aquatics
Gymnastics
Novotel
Sydney Coliseum Theatre
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Appendix A – Venue Manager
Duties:
•

Follow Venue COVID-19 Response plan within the West HQ COVID-19 Safety Plan as required.

•

Ensure that all spread prevention measures and controls are in place and are being adhered
to;

•

Ensure that all signage, floor markings and other advisory messages (including public address
announcements) are in place and able to be understood;

•

Ensure that Cleaning Supervisors and Team Leaders maintain all specialised cleaning and
sanitising equipment according to manufacturer’s specifications;

•

Be readily available to isolate suspected unwell persons;

•

Ensure that required personal protective equipment (PPE) is worn for any expected
contingency e.g. gloves and face masks;

•

Monitor for patrons milling in carpark areas and request patrons move along in accordance
with physical distancing regulations;

Version 5.0
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Appendix B – Food & Beverage
Supervisor / Coordinator / Sous Chef Duties
•

Ensure that all spread prevention measures and controls are in place and are being adhered
to;

•

Actively monitoring and implementing social distancing and hygiene measures;

•

Actively monitoring persons for the display of signs or symptoms of COVID-19 ie. fever,
shortness of breath, cough or sore throat;

•

Escalate any health concerns to Venue Manager; and

•

Assist Venue Manager as and when directed.

•

Ensure there is a supply of cleaning products and hand sanitiser for each area at all times.

Kitchen Employee Duties
COVID-19 is not considered a foodborne disease. Our kitchen employees will continue to comply with
the highest standard of food safety procedures which were in place prior to COVID-19. These
standards will not be relaxed under any circumstances.
All kitchen employees must:
•

Strictly adhere to all Australian Food Safety Standards and HACCP procedures;

•

Ensure only employees who have undergone a recognised Food Safety Supervisors course are
used in food preparation; and

•

Minimise the number of employees in the kitchen at any one time to ensure physical
distancing is being maintained.

•

Ensure all cutlery and tableware is cleaned with detergent and hot water and a commercial
grade dishwasher.

Food & Beverage Team Duties
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, food service employees
are to: •

Ensure furniture is set to support 1.5m distance. Where this cannot be achieved with fixed
furniture, ensure signage is in place to close areas;

•

Strictly adhere to all Australian Food Safety Standards and HACCP procedures;

•

Implement individual plastic coverings of food buzzers to be replaced after each use. Food
buzzers are to be sanitized before being reissued in a new plastic covering;

•

Utilise any PPE as required;

•

Ensure patrons are seated at all times whilst consuming alcohol;

•

Utilise disposable cutlery and crockery wherever possible;

•

All non-disposable cutlery, crockery, or utensils must be washed as per Australian Food Safety
Standards after every use;

•

Encourage contactless payments e.g. tap & go;
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•

Cease table service;

•

Create separate service areas for ordering and collection of meals;

•

Remove condiments (salt, pepper, sauce) from tables;

•

Ensure that dining areas are configured to comply with current COVID-19 restrictions
regarding the consumption of eat in meals;

•

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station situated in the dining area;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
o

tables and chairs;

o

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

o

point of sales devices;

•

Suspend all self-serve/buffet style sections (salad bars etc.);

•

Prohibit open food displays;

•

Single use menus to be used and disposed of after each table sitting.

•

Ensure that key members of staff have completed the NSW Food Authority ‘COVID-19
awareness for food service’ online training.
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Appendix C – Customer Services
Supervisor / Team Leader Duties
•

Ensure the team are updated with changed in COVID-19 practices as they are advised.

•

Ensure visitors have completed sign-in requirements as directed by NSW Regulations e.g. QR
check-in, confirmation of vaccination (when applicable), confirmation of no covid symptoms.

•

Ensure that all spread prevention measures and controls are in place and are being adhered
to;

•

Actively monitoring and implementing social distancing and hygiene measures;

•

Actively monitoring persons for the display of signs or symptoms of COVID-19 ie. fever,
shortness of breath, cough or sore throat;

•

Escalate any health concerns to Venue Manager; and

•

Assist Venue Manager as and when directed.

•

Ensure there is a supply of cleaning products and hand sanitiser for each area at all times.

Customer Services Team Duties
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations, customer services employees are to:
•

Welcome visitors and monitor for COVID-19 symptoms and RSA issues;

•

Ensure all visitors have completed sign-in requirements as directed by NSW Regulations e.g.
QR check-in, confirmation of vaccination (when applicable), confirmation of no covid
symptoms.

•

Ensure physical distancing is being followed by advising customers of the social distancing
requirements when attending the premises;

•

Monitor the appearance of those entering the workplace for any signs consistent with a
respiratory condition and advise the Venue Manager if they have any concerns;

•

Ensure that members and guests are aware of the physical distancing and hygiene
expectations in place at the Venue;

•

Keep an auditable record of the number of persons entering and exiting the workplace;

•

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station on entry and on exiting the
Venue;

•

Ensure that all legal requirements for entering the Venue are being followed;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise the:
o

reception area and counter;

o

reception workstation and equipment; and

o

member and guest sign in stations;

•

Direct any deliveries to the main loading dock;

•

Remove or tape off waiting area seating.
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Appendix D – Gaming Department
Team Leader Duties
•

Ensure that all spread prevention measures and controls are in place and are being adhered
to;

•

Actively monitoring and implementing social distancing and hygiene measures;

•

Actively monitoring persons for the display of signs or symptoms of COVID-19 ie. fever,
shortness of breath, cough or sore throat;

•

Escalate any health concerns to Venue Manager;

•

Assist Venue Manager as and when directed; and

•

Ensure there is a supply of cleaning products and hand sanitiser for each area at all times.

Gaming Team Duties
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations, gaming employees are to: •

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station on entry and on exiting the
gaming area;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
o

seating;

o

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

o

point of devices at cashier stations;

•

Ensure that social distancing is being maintained;

•

Clean and sanitise controls of gaming devices between users; and

•

Where required, disable certain gaming devices to ensure that physical distancing can be
maintained.

Sports Bar
•

Strictly adhere to all Australian Food Safety Standards and HACCP procedures;

•

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station situated in the bar/lounge;

•

Encourage contactless payments e.g. tap & go;

•

Ensure patrons are seated at all times whilst consuming alcohol;

•

Utilise any PPE as required when collecting glasses;

•

Close dance floors and ensure patrons are seated at all times when not ordering or transiting.

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:

Version 5.0

o

tables, benches, and chairs;

o

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

o

point of sales devices;

o

the back of bar areas and equipment;

o

beer taps and ice scoops;
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remote controls and other frequently handled equipment;

•

Ensure that bar runners are regularly changed and commercially laundered;

•

Patrons are permitted to stand whilst playing darts, pool or snooker. They must return to their
seating whilst consuming alcohol.

•

Sporting clubs using the venue facilities will be required to submit and implement a COVID
safe plan for their activities whilst on the West HQ premises e.g. poker league, Chess, Snooker,
Mahjong etc.

•

Any solo entertainers are required to have a physical distance of 3 metres from other people
whilst singing to avoid any droplet transmission.
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Appendix E – Cleaning Department
Supervisor Duties
•

Ensure that all spread prevention measures and controls are in place and are being adhered
to;

•

Actively monitoring and implementing social distancing and hygiene measures;

•

Actively monitoring persons for the display of signs or symptoms of COVID-19 ie. fever,
shortness of breath, cough or sore throat;

•

Escalate any health concerns to Venue Manager; and

•

Assist Venue Manager as and when directed.

•

Supply cleaning products and hand sanitiser to the business as requested.

Cleaners will continue to undertake cleaning scope tasks inclusive of vacuuming, mopping, dusting and
polishing as directed. In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above,
employees are to: Toilets & Change Areas
•

Check the there is a supply of hand sanitiser in the area;

•

Perform inspections of the facilities hourly;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
o

taps and hygiene equipment

o

any ambulatory toilet handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

o

light switches;

o

any manual toilet and urinal flush mechanisms;

o

any lift call/control buttons (if in place);

o

any elevator rails (if in place);

o

Ambulatory handrails in toilets and change areas.

High Touch Point Cleaning
•

Regularly clean and disinfect any:
o

lift call/control buttons;

o

elevator rails; and

o

Hand rails

Staff Room
•

Regularly clean and disinfect any:
o

tables, benches, and chairs;

o

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

o

equipment including the coffee machine, kettles, urns and white goods; and

o

remote controls and other frequently handled equipment.
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Carpark
•

Regularly clean and sanitise any lifts, handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched
surfaces.
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Appendix F – Warehouse Department
All physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above are to be followed. In addition, cellar
and loading dock employees are to: •

Ensure employees and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station situated in the area;

•

Utilise any PPE as required (especially if receiving deliveries);

•

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
•

tables, benches, and chairs;

•

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

•

equipment and stationery;

•

touchpoints and other frequently handled equipment;

•

the controls of plant designed to assist in manual handling;

•

the controls and cabins of forklifts etc.
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Appendix G – Administration
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, office employees are to:
•

Reduce the number of required touch points in the area;

•

Ensure they utilise the hand sanitiser station situated in the area;

•

Do not share office equipment or stationery;

•

Do not answer phones other than their own (configure phones for pick-up from any phone);

•

Keep personal items such as mobile phones in their pockets or bags;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
•

tables, workstations, and chairs;

•

keyboards, monitors and computer accessories (mouse and mousepad, external hard
drives, USBs etc.);

•

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

•

photocopiers and printers after each use;

•

Remove shared consumables (biscuits etc.) from kitchenettes;

•

Disable any water stations;

•

Use Online programmes to host work related meetings as necessary.
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Appendix H – Events
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, entertainment
employees are to:
•

Ensure a specific COVID plans are developed and made available in the function room for each
event.

•

Risk assess events to ensure all current physical distancing rules can be implemented and
enforced;

•

Ensure visitors have completed sign-in requirements as directed by NSW Regulations e.g. QR
check-in, confirmation of vaccination (when applicable), confirmation of no covid symptoms.

•

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station situated in the auditorium and
function rooms;

•

Utilise any PPE as required when collecting glasses;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
o

tables, benches, and chairs;

o

any handrails, doorknobs, or other frequently touched surfaces;

o

remote controls and other frequently handled equipment;

•

Ensure that contractors/entertainers and their support crew comply with all workplace
requirements regarding hygiene and physical distancing;

•

Ensure that green rooms and change areas:
o

are suitably cleaned and sanitised prior to and after use;

o

contain suitable hygiene products for use by performers;

•

Any entertainers are required to have a physical distance of 5 metres from other people whilst
singing to avoid any droplet transmission.

•

Live stream facilities can be provided where required for high risk people so they do not have
to attend the event.

•

RSA requirements will be maintained in according with the Liquor Licence. All staff are RSA
trained. Security may be required for higher risk events. Various drinks packages are available
through West HQ Events.

•

Social distancing will be maintained at all times.

•

Co-mingling opportunities will be minimised in accordance with the event.

•

All persons will be required to stay seated at all times.

•

Tables will be capped to no more than 10 people.

•

Where possible, allocated seating will be arranged for attendees.

•

Staggered starting times will be recommended for functions where appropriate.

•

Group singing or chanting events will not be permitted at this time.

•

Dance floors will not be permitted at this time in accordance with health advice. Exceptions
for a bridal dance between a wedding couple at a wedding will be allowed.

•

Contactless payment options are encouraged for all transactions with signage displayed.
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•

Venue Hirers must identify what activities involved in their event may cause over-crowding so
crowd control strategies can be implemented.

•

Use telephone or video for essential staff meetings where practical.

•

Utilise existing traffic flow plans as documented in the West HQ Security Management Plan to
reduce congestion outside of the premises.

•

Encourage on-site free parking for attendees.

•

Avoid self-serve or buffet-style food service where possible. Staff wearing gloves whilst
serving food, where the guests do not handle the utensils, from a buffet service will be
permitted. Staff must be placed on the opposite side of the food to the guest.

•

The allocated function staff member for each event will be responsible for ensuring the COVID
safety management plans are being adhered to. A specific COVID-19 marshal may be costed
to events at the venues discretion.

•

Where guest/condolence books are used, ask guests to use their own pen, or ensure pens are
sanitised between use by functions staff overseeing the condolence book.

•

Use digital screens where possible, or sufficient hand outs/programmes for all persons present
to prevent sharing and cross contamination.

•

Provide hand hygiene station at gift tables where applicable.
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Appendix I – Maintenance
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, maintenance employees
are to:
•

Ensure employees and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station situated in the area;

•

Utilise any PPE as required;

•

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise:
•

Shared tools and equipment including ladders.

•

tables, benches, and chairs;

•

touchpoints and other frequently handled equipment;

•

the controls of plant designed to assist in manual handling;

•

the controls and cabins of vehicles etc.

•

HVAC filters
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Appendix J – One 55
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, One 55 employees are
to: •

Ensure visitors have completed sign-in requirements as directed by NSW Regulations e.g. QR
check-in, confirmation of vaccination (when applicable), confirmation of no covid symptoms.

•

Ensure physical distancing is being followed by advising visitors of the social distancing
requirements when attending the premises;

•

Monitor that visitors have a towel and drink bottle with them;

•

Keep an auditable record of the number of persons entering and exiting the gym not exceeding
the Public Health Order;

•

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station on entry to the Venue;

•

Conduct walk throughs to ensure equipment signage is in place for equipment not in use to
allow for social distancing compliance;

•

Encourage visitors to limit their attendance time to 1 hour;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise the:
•

reception area and counter;

•

fitness equipment; and

•

bathroom areas

•

Suspend kidz korner and PT services;

•

Remove seats from the café area.

•

Ensure staff who use hot desks sanitise the desk before and after use.

•

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries;

•

One 55 staff should not attend the Club to minimise the avenues of COVID-19 exposure across
the workforce and to support our business continuity plans. Meal breaks will be taken at One
55.
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Appendix K – SGAC Customer Services
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, SGAC Customer Services
employees are to: •

Ensure visitors have completed sign-in requirements as directed by NSW Regulations e.g. QR
check-in, confirmation of vaccination (when applicable), confirmation of no covid symptoms.

•

Ensure physical distancing is being followed by advising customers of the social distancing
requirements when attending the premises including the lobby and café area;

•

Keep an auditable record of the number of persons entering and exiting the SGAC not
exceeding the Public Health Order;

•

Ensure members and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser station on entry to the Venue;

•

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries;

•

Encourage patrons to send queries through to info@sgac.com.au rather than face to face
queries;

•

Encourage contactless payments e.g. tap & go;

•

Regularly clean and sanitise the:
•

reception area and counter;

•

café tables;

•

regular touch points e.g. handrails, doors, lift buttons etc; and

•

bathroom areas.

•

Limit seating in café area to 30 seats;

•

Monitor the appearance of those entering the venue for any signs consistent with a respiratory
condition and advise the Venue Manager if they have any concerns;

•

SGAC staff should not attend the Club to minimise the avenues of COVID-19 exposure across
the workforce and to support our business continuity plans. Meal breaks will be taken at
SGAC.
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Appendix L – Aquatics

In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, SGAC Aquatics
employees are to: -

Ensure social distancing is being maintained by participants and carers when inside the
aquatics hall.

-

Modify adult learn to swim classes to comply with social distancing requirements in the Public
Health Order.

-

Relocate beginner classes to shallower parts of the pool to minimise physical contact
requirements from instructors.

-

Sydney West Sports Medicine Centre must contact the Aquatics Manager 24 hours in advance
to book attendance in the pool with their clients. All SWSM customers must have signed in at
the SGAC Customer Service desk prior to admission to the aquatics hall and accompanied by
their physiotherapist.

-

The cleaning of showers must be undertaken in accordance with SOP COVID-19 Cleaning of
Showers.

-

Patrons to be encouraged to arrive and leave in their swimmers.

-

Gloves to be worn when conducting cleaning of surfaces.

-

Encourage patrons to send queries through to aquatics@sgac.com.au rather than face to face
meetings.

-

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries;

-

If an employee identifies a participant who appears to be demonstrating COVID-19 symptoms
they are required to identify the person to the on-site Supervisor and address with the
participants parent. Ask the participant to leave and encourage them to contact the National
Coronavirus and Triage Line on 1800 020 080 to arrange for a test. Request they contact the
Customer Services team with the test results prior to their next class.

-

Maintain current best practice for water quality and chemistry as per Royal Life Saving GSPO
and NSW Health requirements. All operations to be conducted as business as usual in
accordance with the Royal Life Saving GSPO.

-

Regular cleaning high use touch points e.g. swipe area at the door, seating inside the hall, baby
change area using the Surface sanitiser as per the Safe Work Procedure (Appendix I).

-

Use Online programmes to host work related meetings.

-

Aquatics Manager to complete the Aquatic Industry Reactivation Checklist prior to the reopening of the facility on 18 June 2020.

-

Review the implementation and effectiveness of the Managing the Risk of COVID-19 in the
Aquatics Centre Risk Assessment daily during the first week of operation, and extend to weekly
and monthly pending requirements.

-

SGAC staff should not attend the Club to minimise the avenues of COVID-19 exposure across
the workforce and to support our business continuity plans. Meal breaks will be taken at SGAC
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Appendix M – Gymnastics
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, SGAC Gymnastics
employees are to: -

Ensure social distancing is being maintained by participants and carers when inside the
gymnastics hall and stadium area.

-

Modify classes to comply with social distancing requirements and minimise unnecessary
physical contact.

-

Special needs classes and adult gymnastics sessions are suspended temporarily and will be
opened at a later date.

-

Ensure zones are clearly marked limiting 20 persons per zone complying with 4m2
requirements.

-

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries.

-

Ensure markings have been provided to indicate where gymnasts stand in the marshalling area
and actively encourage gymnasts maintain social distancing.

-

Provide an ‘induction’ to returning gymnasts explaining the requirements of:
1.

Social distancing;

2.

Class coordination changes;

3.

Activities and equipment prohibited;

4.

Established walkways;

5.

Use of personal belongings e.g. drink bottle, spray bottles and chalk;

6.

Locations of hand sanitizer; and

7.

Emergency exits and assembly areas.

-

Gymnasts to be encouraged to arrive and leave in their training gear in accordance with ‘arrivetrain-depart’ guidelines.

-

Employees should wash or sanitise their hands before, during and after training.

-

Encourage participants to sanitise their hands before commencing their session and
throughout training.

-

Coach to confirm with each participant that they are not experiencing any COVID-19 symptoms
being fever, sore throat, dry cough or shortness of breath.

-

Suspend the SGAC bus in accordance with NSW Health direction.

-

If an employee identifies a participant who appears to be demonstrating COVID-19 symptoms
they are required to identify the person to the on-site Supervisor and address with the
participants parent. Ask the participant to leave and encourage them to contact the National
Coronavirus and Triage Line on 1800 020 080 to arrange for a test. Request they contact the
Customer Services team with the test results prior to their next class.

-

Gloves to be worn when conducting cleaning of surfaces.

-

Encourage patrons to send queries through to gymnastics@sgac.com.au rather than face to
face meetings.

-

Use Online programmes to host work related meetings.
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-

Regular cleaning of high use touch points e.g. stair railings, lockers, elevator buttons, ipads,
and grand stands seating applying a Surface sanitiser as per the Safe Work Procedure
(Appendix I).

-

Regular cleaning of gymnastics equipment in accordance with Gymnastics Australia Club
Surface and Equipment Cleaning Guidelines.

-

Gymnastics Manager to complete the Gymnastics Reboot Checklist prior to the re-opening of
the facility on 22 June 2020.

-

Review the implementation and effectiveness of the Managing the Risk of COVID-19 in the
Gymnastics Centre Risk Assessment daily during the first week of operation, and extend to
weekly and monthly pending requirements.

-

SGAC staff should not attend the Club to minimise the avenues of COVID-19 exposure across
the workforce and to support our business continuity plans. Meal breaks will be taken at
SGAC.

-

Suspend any group singing or chanting/cheering activities.

-

Social distancing will be maintained at all times. Co-mingling opportunities will be minimised
in accordance with the event. Stairway has designated up and down to stop reduce the chance
of contact between those arriving and leaving.
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Appendix N – Novotel
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above, Novotel employees are
to: -

Ensure visitors have completed sign-in requirements as directed by NSW Regulations e.g. QR
check-in, confirmation of vaccination (when applicable), confirmation of no covid symptoms.

-

Ensure employees and visitors utilise the hand sanitiser stations situated in the building;

-

Encourage social distancing in the foyer, 33 Grill – Bar + Dining and all common areas;

-

Ensure hand sanitiser stations are stocked at reception desk, the ground floor lift lobby, the
level 1 lift lobby and in the conference rooms;

-

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries;

-

Develop a group booking entry and exit strategy;

-

The lifts are less than 4m2. A group staying in the same car can travel in the lift together.
Persons not staying in the same room must not travel in the lift with other persons.

-

All non-disposable cutlery, crockery, or utensils must be washed as per Australian Food Safety
Standards after every use;

-

Promote contactless check-in, check-out and payments whenever possible.

-

House keeping ensure sanitising of all touch points at least daily inclusive but not limited to:

-

•

Light switches

•

Kettles

•

Toasters

•

Desk tops

•

Cupboard doors

•

Phone

•

Tv remote

•

Door handles

•

Clocks

•

Fridge door handle

•

Lift buttons and railings

•

Hand rails

•

Tables

•

Bathroom

Front Desk ensure sanitising of all touch points at least daily inclusive but not limited to:
•

Luggage trolley

•

Front reception desk

•

Key cards

•

Key card pads
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•

Lift, buttons and buttons

•

Furniture in the foyer

•

Pens

-

Utilise any PPE as required (in bathroom areas);

-

Use Online programmes to host work related meetings.
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Appendix O – Sydney Coliseum Theatre
In addition to the physical distancing and hygiene expectations set out above in the West HQ general
guidelines, SCT specific requirements for patrons, staff, contractors, performers, crew, production and
hirers are detailed below:
Patrons
-

Provide audience members with information on COVID-19 safety information through the
ticketing agent including:
a. Reminding audience members they must not attend if they are experiencing COVID19 symptoms OR have been advised to self-isolate by NSW Health.
b. Recommend downloading of the COVIDsafe app.
c. Ticketek has updated their Terms and Conditions of Sale to state that primary ticket
purchasers are responsible for knowing the contact details of all attendees in their
group. In the event they are contacted directly by the government for the purposes of
contact tracing, they agree they must (a). make the contact details of their group
available to the government (if they have the consent of each group member to do
so, or (b) contact each member of the group and request that they provide their
contact details to the government directly.
d. Ticketek has updated their Privacy Policy to include the following information related
to contact tracing;
In the event that the Department of Health, or another Government Department, makes a
formal request, Ticketek may be required to disclose personal information for contact tracing
purposes. Detail required to be disclosed may include your full name, contact email and/or
contact phone number and by purchasing your ticket, you are providing Ticketek with your
permission to do so.

-

All audience members will be required to sign in via the Club kiosk system (Appendix H).
Ticketing details will also be captured via Ticketek. Contact details will be maintained for a
minimum of 28 days if required to be supplied to NSW Health for contact tracing purposes

-

Bag searches will involve the patron opening their own bag for inspection. Security staff should
wear latex gloves that are changed regularly.

-

Advise patrons, through signage and lobby communications systems, they must remain seated
during the performance. Dancing is not permitted.

-

Ensure patrons are adhering to physical distancing requirements when attending the
premises. A Covid Safety Marshal and lift marshals will form part of the hiring agreement for
the sole purpose of ensuring patrons are following regulations. Covid Marshals to be visible
and present during event times to assist with social distancing, moving to seated areas and
hand hygiene.

-

Ensure patrons utilise the hand sanitiser stations at the entry to the Crystal Bridge and
throughout the venue;

-

Advise patrons of the patron code of conduct supporting the West HQ COVID Safety Plan;

-

Encourage contactless payments e.g. tap & go;

-

During entry procedures, where possible, limit the touch point on the event tickets whether
hard or digital ticket. Patrons should at all times handle their own ticket or phone;
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-

Where possible, patrons should be not be permitted to try on any merchandise nor
handle/review items until after the purchase. Patrons will be advised that all sales are final
and goods purchased cannot be returned (unless faulty).

-

Encourage patrons to return to their seats in the auditorium after attending the restrooms or
the food and beverage outlets.

-

Encourage patrons to send queries through to contactus@sydneycoliseum.com.au rather than
meeting in the foyer.

-

Encourage West HQ on-site free parking for attendees.

West HQ Employees / Agency Contractors
-

Ensure the pre-event risk assessment for each event considers the COVID-19 risks based on
the genre of the event e.g. singing, high dancing performances, orchestra etc. Spacing
between the stage and the audience must be pre-determined and controlled depending on
the nature of the event e.g. 3 meters between the stage and audience.

-

Limit staff to one POS per event, or if this is not possible, staff should sanitise their hands and
the POS after each use.

-

Cloak room staff are required to sanitise their hands in between each instance of handling
patrons’ belongings. Ensure cloakroom tags are sanitized between each use. Ensure that all
items stored within the space are isolated, and that items are not in contact with any other
cloaked items. All cloaking left over should be boxed at the end of the shift so that the cloak
room can be cleaned and sanitised.

-

All items cloaked are subject to a security search. Patrons should share their contact details
verbally with the cloak room staff to complete the cloak room ticket. The patrons contact
details should be captured on the stub retained by the venue. When collecting cloaking, patron
should verbally advise stub name and number then place it on the counter for cross checking.
Cloaking should be placed on counter and not handed direct to the patron.

-

Ensure that the correct cleaning and hygiene processes have occurred during laundering of
uniforms that are provided in-house (eg vest, tie) and, where possible, minimise touch points
during dispatch and return.

-

Merchandise stands should include signage that all sales are final and goods purchased cannot
be returned (unless faulty).

-

Prior to each event, merchandise storerooms, stands and pop ups to be sanitised, including all
POS and EPTPOS.

-

Merchandise staff should wear suitable PPE when count in and out of stock and when setting
up the stands where applicable.

-

Ensure ticketing policies have been determined for each individual event for situations where
customers have to cancel due to COVID-19 factors.

-

Terms of conditions details are included in the ticket purchase pathway.

-

Ensure 1-2 seats separation between seated groups or individuals during booking of tickets.

-

Seat covers to be placed on separated seats to ensure patrons do not sit in separated seated
areas.

-

Floor markings will be placed 1.5m from staff at merchandise and food and beverage counters.

-

Sufficient timing is to be allowed between events to minimise crowding.
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-

Ensure capacity signage is in place for all dressing rooms, rehearsal and warm up room, green
room, control room etc

-

Identify all shared equipment that requires sanitizing and implement cleaning strategy.
Communicate to all relevant parties as part of the venue induction.

-

Ensure social distancing signage and safe hygiene signage is in place in the BOH areas.

-

Ensure bollards and markings have been provided where queuing can occur.

-

Utilise dedicated entry and exit doors at auditorium doors and Crystal Bridge doors to promote
traffic flow and prevent crossing of paths.

-

Provide an ‘induction’ to ushers explaining the requirements of:
a. Social distancing;
b. Established walkways;
c. Locations of hand sanitizer;
d. Emergency exits and assembly areas;
e. Incident reporting e.g. medical including COVID concerns, aggression or complaint;
and
f.

-

Specific requirements for each event or the nature of the performance.

Regularly clean and sanitise high touch points wearing gloves as per the Safe Work Procedure
(Appendix I) including:
a. foyer areas
b. hand rails
c. lift buttons
d. chair arms
e. F&B outlet counters
f.

door handles

g. bin lids
h. restroom areas
i.

Cloak room hangers

j.

Display stands

-

Ensure shared equipment such as torches and radios are cleaned and sanitized after each use.

-

Additional cleaning between events will be undertaken when there are multiple events a day
to sanitise touch points.

-

Implement a lift management plan to control access to the lifts.

-

Ensure a management plan is in place for disabled and mobility impaired patrons.

-

Ensure theatre capacity signage is provided at the Crystal Bridge entry to the theatre.

-

No general admission events to be permitted to ensure social distancing requirements are
met.

-

Open bins to be used at all bars to minimise touch points.
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-

Ensure that any disinfectant used across in-house bars are ‘food grade’ – safe for food contact
surfaces.

-

Ensure that ‘grab and go’ products are sold or served in sealed packaging.

-

Drivers and other workers delivering to food premises should not leave their vehicles during
the delivery. Reduce or eliminate decanting of drinks to minimise product handling.

-

Avoid communal condiment stations, instead offering individual PC packets served by workers.

-

Utilise PA systems to support with key messaging to patrons.

-

Conduct announcements promoting social distancing, hygiene, requirements to stay seated
with the exception of food and beverage purchases and attending the restroom facilities.

-

Monitor the appearance of those in the venue for any signs consistent with a respiratory
condition and advise the Duty Manager if there are any concerns; the Covid19 Incident
Response Plan to come into effect if any visitor to the venue is symptomatic.

-

Bump in and bump out schedules to allow for social distancing and to minimize where possible
the cross over between groups.

-

Utilise existing traffic flow plans as documented in the West HQ Security Management Plan
for Sydney Coliseum Events to reduce congestion outside of the premises.

-

If a patron is identified demonstrating COVID-19 symptoms they are required to be highlighted
to the on-site Duty Manager. The Duty Manager will address the individual. If symptoms
persist e.g. ongoing cough, ask the patron to leave and encourage them to contact the
National Coronavirus and Triage Line on 1800 020 080 to arrange for a test. Advise the SCT
team for a follow up call to be conducted. Advise the Hirer in case there is a need for ticket/s
refund. Advise the Venue Manager and Workplace Health and Safety Manager that this has
occurred.

-

Use Online programmes to host work related meetings.

-

Monitor industry developments as released by Live Performance Australia e.g. Live
Entertainment Industry Forum COVID-Safe Guidelines.

Performers, Crew, Production and Contractors
-

Ensure hirers, contractors and service providers provide a COVID-safety plan prior to attending
site or occupation of the venue.

-

Ensure rostering protocols are in place for Front of House staff to minimize overlap between
teams.

-

Only essential personnel (Cameras and Floor Managers, Audio Technicians) should be
permitted in each control room, no other guests or production staff. All operators to disinfect
their equipment and operational area(s) before and after each shift including production
areas, technical, make up and wardrobe areas.

-

Floor crew to practice physical distancing where practicable. Restrict movement between
areas as much as practicable.

-

It is important that all Media on site at an Event are conversant with, and agree to observe,
the relevant components of the Event and/or Venue’s COVIDSafe Plan that is applicable to
their area of operation at the event.
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-

Ensure performers, company/production members and contractors arriving at the Stage Door
register their attendance and confirm they do not have any COVID-19 symptoms ensuring no
one is admitted into the Back of House area without providing attendance details.

-

Provide COVID-19 training information in the Rapid Global induction at the Stage Door for any
persons entering the Back of House area via Stage Door.

-

Security staff should wear latex gloves that are changed regularly when performing bag
searches.

-

Ensure BOH personnel utilise the hand sanitiser stations at the entry to the stage door and
throughout the venue;

-

Request delivery vendors to facilitate paperless deliveries and deliveries are staggered;

-

Encourage West HQ on-site free parking for attendees.

Hirers
-

Hirers to provide COVID Safety Plan for their productions for venue approval prior to
occupation including management of close proximity risks (make-up, wigs, costumes,
instrument spittle, hand props, microphones etc).

-

Hirers to consider if patron entry to the venue needs to be phased (eg varied entry times on
ticket) and if patrons can be seated in the auditorium on entry to the venue ie open external
and internal doors at same time to minimise crowd density in foyers.

-

Production must ensure they are following NSW Health guidelines when developing the set
and determining seating (eg spacing between stage, performers and audience relevant to type
of performance eg singing, dialogue etc).

-

Should a patron be unable to attend the event due to related COVID-19 government
guidelines, the Hirer must provide steps outlining the process regarding the refund of their
ticket(s).

-

Ensure at least one on-site meeting is held between key members of the production and venue
to mitigate specific show risks for all involved. Both parties must communicate and work
collaboratively as a team in order to provide a healthy and safe environment for all.

-

Hirers must provide a full list of names of staff who are approved for entry to the Back of House
(or Front of House) area prior to occupation of the venue.

-

Hirer to confirm what key areas (eg which Dressing Rooms, Wardrobe, Orchestra Pit etc) they
will be utilising for the event for artists and key staff. This will form the base for the event’s
clean zone. These areas will be cleaned and access will be restricted to the clean zones to
minimise contamination.

-

Key members of the production and venue to agree and implement protocols to ensure show
continuity should an artist or crew member become symptomatic (before or during a call),
tests positive or is absent due to Covid management protocols.

-

All visitors (artists, production, crew) to the Back of House area are required to enter (sign in)
and exit (sign out) from Stage Door. A form of ID (eg licence) is required for entry to the Club.

-

Provide to the venue at least 48 hours prior to event start time any change in program or
additional ancillary activities pre- or post-event (eg artist talks, meet & greets, functions, post
show activities).
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Any gifts or personal deliveries (eg floral arrangements) to be held at the Stage Door for the
artist or production until such time they can collect the item on leaving the venue.
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